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Abstract—This paper reports the anomaly of instruments that
uses cross-spectrum method for the measurement of oscillator
phase noise. Although, cross-spectrum techniques facilitate high
sensitivity by correlation and averaging, it can give disingenuous
measurement data depending upon many unknowns (phaseinversion, multi-mode spectrum associated with negative index
dynamics, odd order harmonics, impedance/phase mismatch, and
thermal energy) that are not taken into account. Most of the time
errors in PN (phase noise) measurement is within the limit but this
is not true for ultra low phase noise crystal oscillator and oscillator
that uses negative index (ε < 0, µ < 0) resonator and filter element.
We report a new caution of using metamaterial resonator as a
filter between DUT and instrument as an attempt to reduce the
noise floor. Exciting design choices with ε < 0 or μ < 0, however,
impedance is not what we are used to. This discussion is
imperative for emerging negative index resonator oscillator circuit
at microwave and millimeter wave frequency.
Keywords—Cross-spectrum, negative index, Oscillator, PN

I.

INTRODUCTION

Phase noise is often the nemesis that limits the performance
of a receiving system. Prediction and estimation of oscillator
phase noise is highly desirable for accurate timing, and other
measuring purposes. Following are the primary PN (phase
noise) measurement techniques, listed in the order of increasing
precision: (i) Direct Spectrum Technique, (ii) Frequency
discriminator method–Heterodyne digital discriminator method,
(iii) Phase detector techniques-Reference source/PLL method,
(iv) Residual Method, and (v) 2-channel cross-correlation
technique. The Direct Spectrum Method, PLL method, delay
line discriminator method, and cross-correlation method are
frequently used to measure the oscillator phase noise. The first
one is the simplest and has the biggest limitation. The last one
requires the most complex measurement system but is the most
versatile, can measure PN performance better than that of its
reference oscillator [1]-[19].
The oscillator noise is normally described in terms of the
power spectrum density S(f) of the amplitude and phase noise,
symbolically represented as Sα(f) and Sϕ(f) respectively, as a
function of the Fourier frequency f. The first definition of phase
noise ℒ(f) was given as
ℒ(f) = (SSB power in 1Hz bandwidth)/(carrier power) (1)
The problem with this definition is that it does not
differentiate AM noise from PM noise, which leads to
ambiguous results. The cross spectrum method is a standard
practice in the measurement of oscillator phase noise. It is
widely used by manufacturers and customers/users of
oscillators, and by academic/public labs as well, including
primary labs. In short, the instrument has two separate channels
– each consisting of a reference oscillator and a phase detector
– which measure simultaneously the oscillator under test
(DUT). Assuming that the two channels are statistically
independent, the average cross spectrum converges to the DUT
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noise spectrum, rejecting the single-channel noise (reference
oscillators and a phase detector). The method is inherently
prone to experimental errors due to any phenomenon affecting
both the channels (correlated). For example, the DUT AM
noise yields errors if the phase detector is sensitive to power
[1]-[4]. Until recently, this fact was only interpreted as a
limitation of the instrument sensitivity, i.e., the lowest PM
noise that one can measure. Otherwise stated, most people
believe that measurements always result in the over-estimation
of the DUT noise because positive instrument noise adds up.
This is untrue and correlated noise or stray signals can result in
negative-error terms. When this happens, the instrument
underestimates the DUT noise, which is undesirable. The phase
noise plots of 5 MHz Quartz oscillator shown in Figure (1)
clearly identify the artifacts (Courtesy: Nelson et al, NIST).
Theory and simulations suggest that similar physical
mechanisms may produce totally wrong spectra, with no
identified artifacts. The problems reported went unnoticed for a
long time. This is probably related to the small averaging
capability of earlier FFT analyzers. The full awareness of this
erroneous noise estimation was reported in [4]-[5]. Nelson et al.
proposed simulations and a collection of ‘ill-looking’ spectra,
pointing out the presence of a problem and experimental
conditions for artifacts.
II. CROSS-SPECTRUM PHASE NOISE MESAUREMENT
The cross-spectrum method provides high sensitivity by
correlation and averaging on two equal channels that measures
the identical input and rejects the pervasive background noise.
Most of the phase noise measurement equipments use default
estimated value of background noise, which is twofold higher,
because random noise would equally split between real and
imaginary part of the cross PSD (power spectral density
function).
Figure (2) shows the typical block diagram of the 2channel cross-correlation/cross-spectrum PN (phase noise)
measurement technique. Cross-spectral analysis is a
mathematical tool for extracting the power spectral density of a
correlated signal from two time series in the presence of
uncorrelated interfering signals.

Fig. 1: Phase noise measurement of 5MHz Quartz oscillator: spectra show
clearly identified artifacts (Courtesy: NIST)
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Fig. 2: A typical diagram of 2-channel cross-correlation technique [6]

Fig. 3: Measured phase noise plots of 10 MHz OCXO circuit with/without
cross-correlation (1000 correlation)

The oscillator under test is measured simultaneously by two
separate phase-to-voltage transducers (in the dashed boxes),
and by a dual-channel FFT analyzer. The O/P of each channel
as shown in Figure (2) is

From (5), the DUT noise through each channel is coherent
and is therefore not affected by the cross-correlation, whereas,
the internal noises generated by each channel are incoherent
and diminish through the cross-correlation operation at the rate
of √M (M = number of correlations), given by
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(3)
where α(t), b(t) and c(t) are random signals; α(t) and b(t)
are the noise of the transducers, and c(t) is the DUT noise; the
upper case is used for the Fourier transform, and the ‘ ’ stands
for the transform / inverse-transform pair.
All signals are sampled at a suitable rate, and each
acquisition takes the measurement time T. The PSD (Power
Spectral Density) is a complex concept of mathematical
probability, defined as the Fourier transform of the covariance
function. The cross PSD is
( )
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where the superscript ‘1’ means single-sided (no negative
frequencies) and will be omitted hereinafter; the symbol ‘∗’
means complex conjugate, and the factor ‘2’ is necessary for
power consistency, after removing the negative frequencies.
Equation (4) implies the mathematical expectation, which in
experiments is replaced with the average over a suitable
number ‘m’ of samples, denoted with 〈 〉 .
The average measurement takes a time mT, plus computing
time. Using (2)-(3), and omitting ‘f,’ we get
〈
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where [
]
is the total measured noise at the
the DUT noise; [
]
and
display; [
]
are the internal noise from channels 1 and 2,
[
]
respectively; and ‘M’ is the number of correlations.
From (6), the 2-channel cross-correlation technique offers
superior noise measurement capability but the measurement
speed suffers when increasing the number of correlations.
Figure (3) shows the measured phase noise plots (with and
without cross-correlation) of 10 MHz crystal oscillator, crosscorrelation offers 10-20 dB improvement in PN performance.
From (5)-(6), it is interesting to note that equipments would
read default estimated value of background noise, which is
twofold higher, because random noise equally distributed
between real [ [〈 〉 ] and Imaginary [ [〈 〉 ] part.
Therefore, for the similar rejection of background noise, it
would require 4-times larger value of ‘m’ and also
measurement time increases by 4 times
III. VALIDITY OF CROSS-SPECTRUM PN MESAUREMENT
Cross-spectral analysis is a mathematical tool for extracting
the power spectral density of a correlated signal from two time
series in the presence of uncorrelated interfering signals. A
major crux of the system described is the inherent impossibility
to differentiate the DUT (device under test) noise from any
other correlated effect.

(5)

are in general complex,

The random signals α(t), b(t) and c(t) are statistically
independent because they originate from separate circuits. For
the same reason, their Fourier transforms are statistically
independent.
∗
∗
,
, and
As a consequence, the background noise (
∗
terms) are rejected proportionally to
, and for large m
√
the average 〈 〉 converges to the DUT noise .
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It is self-evident that vibrations or EMI (electromagnetic
interference) hitting simultaneously on the two channels as
depicted in Figure (2) cannot be rejected. However, this
experience is often useful to identify these perturbations as
artifacts. Other effects are more subtle, and difficult to identify.
The cross-spectrum of two signals x (t) and y (t) is defined as
the Fourier transform of the cross-covariance function of x and
y. Introducing a perturbing signal d(t) impacting the two
channels, (2)-(3) may be rewritten as

=

+ +

↔

=

+

+

(7)

↔ = + +
(8)
= + +
where
and
are the coefficients which describe the
impact of d on the phase-to-voltage converters.
, can be
Notice that and , and also the product =
either positive or negative. This is the case, for example, of
amplitude noise, spurs, and harmonics. For the purpose of this
paper, rigorous measurement was conducted in a Faraday cage
for the theoretical validation and assumption (d is statistically
independent of a, b and c). This approximation has the virtue of
giving physical insight on the experimental errors with very
simple formalism. Having said that, after averaging on a large
m, the cross PSD converges to
=

+

(9)

The case of
> 0 comes with no surprise, as the
experimentalist is familiar to instruments which contribute their
own background noise. In the early time, the struggle for better
instruments was driven by the idea that a mixer can be operated
in a “sweet point” close to the quadrature, where the sensitivity
to AM noise nulls. Oppositely, < 0 means that the instrument
systematically under-estimates the DUT noise, as a result of the
can collapse to
perturbing signal d. In some extreme cases
zero, or even be negative, which is impossible for the DUT
noise. This will be unnoticed in virtually all practical cases,
where the displayed quantity is [ℒ(f)]dB =10∗log10(1/2∗|
(f)|". Multiple perturbing signals d1, d2, d3. . . dn may show up
as bumps or dips. Even worse, if C(f) and D(f) have the same
shape or slope versus frequency, entire octaves or decades of
spectrum can be hideously under-reported, and yet looking like
perfectly smooth regions in the polynomial law which describes
ℒ(f). Therefore, the detection of the desired signal using crossspectral techniques collapses partially or entirely in presence of
the second uncorrelated interfering signal. The phase noise
floor is not limited by the room temperature to a certain extent
thermal homogeneity and crosstalk dictates the phase noise
floor; unexpectedly, cross-correlation measurement leads to
wrong of phase noise floor. Furthermore, error in noise floor
measurement can go higher if the bias error

×

( )

inborn in thermal energy of the power splitter at the input of the
equipment (Fig.2) is not taken into consideration, where
k=1.38064852 × 10-23 m2 kg s-2 K-1.
The existence of unwanted correlated signals due to the
thermal energy in the input power splitter would produce
correlated thermal noise equal in magnitude but 180 degree out
of phase, can give erroneous measurement of DUT noise in
dual channels cross-spectrum measurement. The endeavor for
overcoming these error by incorporating passive devices
(isolator, circulator, filter, resistive splitter and coupler)
between DUT (oscillator) and mixer of 2-channnel cross
spectrum measurement in shown Figure (2) can lead to
additional systematic errors because of the impedance
mismatch. Fascinatingly, averaging methods used in crossspectrum PN measurement suppressed the errors even though
reflection coefficient is not zero, it introduces coupling between
channel at the input of DUT because of mismatch in impedance
and phase condition [8].
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For homogeneous electrical resonator possessing positive
index ’n’ ( = √ ; ε > 0, µ > 0), noise parameter is typically
represented using current and voltage sources, whose average
values are obtained from the from fluctuation dissipation
theorem based on normalized impedance [9]. But in nonhomogeneous negative index ( = −√ ; ε < 0, µ < 0)
resonator structure, these noise sources degenerates into
magneto-inductive noise, lead to the propagation in the form of
forward and backward noise waves [10]. Any material
supporting single propagating mode at a known frequency,
usually exhibits well-defined index (n), despite the material is
homogeneous/continuous or not. But it is not easy to assign
normalized impedance (z) to a non-homogeneous material [11].
It is self-evident that multi-mode random spectral signals
linked with negative index (ε<0, µ<0) resonator (Metamaterial
Resonator) dynamics hitting simultaneously on the two
channels cannot be rejected because of uncertiantity associated
and backward
).
with wave impedances (forward
Therefore, rigorous measurement was conducted in a Faraday
cage for the theoretical validation for giving physical insight on
the experimental errors on negative index resonator based
voltage controlled oscillator circuit.
IV. EXPRIMENTAL VALIDATION: DETECTION AND MITIGATION
A. Ex: 2.4 GHz Low Noise SAW Resonator Oscillator
The conventional phenomenological understanding is
questionable, which assumes that resonator-operating regime
beyond the threshold of nonlinearity, necessarily degrades
phase noise. The recent research reported in [12], operating in
nonlinear region where the signal level can be increased to
large values without the conventionally expected performance
phase noise degradation; the improvement in phase noise
performance is experimentally verified. It is therefore possible
to overcome fundamental limitations of oscillator performance
due to thermodynamic noise. As is known for nonlinear
resonators, when the driving force is sufficiently large, the
system of resonator networks can bifurcate into three possible
solutions at a given drive frequency; two of these are stable,
and one is unstable [13]. We report results for the oscillator
phase noise, focusing in particular, on special operating points
of the oscillator where the detrimental effects of the resonator
noise are reduced by incorporating dynamically tuned
conduction angle feedback circuitry.
Figure (4) shows the typical schematic and layout of ultra
low phase noise 2.4 GHz SAW oscillator circuit, where SAW
resonator is driven into nonlinear regime window. The
improvement in phase noise is achieved by using the feedback
phase to tune the oscillator to operating points where the
sensitivity to particular noise sources are reduced and choosing
a feedback level and phase so that the resonator is driven where
the amplitude-frequency and phase-frequency curves of the
driven resonator become non-monotonic. PN plots shown in
Figure (5) is the best performance (-150 dBc/Hz @ 10 kHz
offset) reported to date for this class technology. The crosscorrelation PN measurement technique was applied to isolate
any form of injection locking or inadvertent non-linearity, but
inherent flaw of phase inversion gave erroneous result.

SAW Oscillator Layout

φ

Vcc=8Volt
Ic=22 mA
Pout=
6.4dBm

φ

Fig. 6: A typical schematic and layout of negative (ε <0, µ< 0) index resonator
(Metamaterial Resonator) oscillator

Fig. 4: A typical schematic and layout of 2.4 GHz SAW VCO

B. Ex: 10.24 GHz Low Noise Negative Index Resonator VCO
Figure (6) shows the typical schematic of X-band oscillator
using printed resonator network. As shown in Figure (6), the
resonator is realized using negative index material as an energy
storing element for realization of high performance signal
source at X-band. Based on experimental exercise carried out
on 10.239 GHz oscillator, we found that there is a new caution
of using metamaterial resonator between DUT and PN
measurement instrument.
Figure (7) shows the measured phase noise plots of
oscillator circuit shown in Figure (6). As shown in Figure (7),
various traces (Trace 1, Trace 2, Trace 3, and Trace 4) depict
the phase noise plots under following conditions: Trace 1: ε >
0, µ > 0; Trace 2: ε > 0, µ < 0; Trace 3: ε < 0, µ > 0; and Trace
4: ε < 0, µ < 0).

Fig. 5: Measured phase noise plots of 2.4GHz SAW oscillator circuit

The cross-correlation PN measurement technique was
applied to isolate any form of injection locking or inadvertent
non-linearity, but inherent flaw of phase inversion gave
erroneous result. Figure (5) shows the misleading plot for 2.4
GHz SAW oscillator, an optimistic value of -202dBc/Hz at 1.2
MHz off the carrier and 15 dB inferior at 6 MHz offset
depending upon +ve/-ve phase inversion respectively. The
phase in the input path is changed in small steps. We have
witnessed the variation in PN measurement due to:
• AM Noise
• Impedance/reflection (Load/phase mismatch)
• Harmonic distortion
• Cable length, cable type (undetected) damages
• Power splitters, Metamaterial Filter/Resonator
These variations can be minimized by incorporating phasetuned filter and impedance matching at output so that impact of
+ve/-ve phase inversion can be reduced significantly.
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Trace 1: ε > 0, µ > 0
Trace 2: ε > 0, µ < 0
Trace 3: ε < 0, µ > 0
Trace 4: ε < 0, µ < 0

1 kHz

10 kHz

1 MHz
100 kHz
Frequency Offset

10 MHz

100 MHz

Fig. 7: Measured phase noise plots of 10.239 GHz oscillator (Fig. 6)

The multi-mode spectrum associated with negative index
medium can mislead the data if due care is not taken during
measurement. Exciting design choices with ε < 0 or μ < 0,
however, impedance is not what we are used to. The negative
index material (ε < 0, μ < 0) based resonator exhibits different
values of wave-impedances for forward and backward wave
propagating direction [15].
It is to note that negative index material (ε < 0, μ < 0)
structure does not exhibit distinct impedance (z) values because
ratio of electric/magnetic field will vary periodically throughout
the structure. The real challenge is the existence of nonlinear
impedance and also lack of a unique definition for ± indicates
that the significant variation in the phase noise measurements.
It is to note that multiple physically separated tuning diodes
connected to negative index material (ε < 0, μ < 0) resonator
structure exhibits reduction in noise as compared to equivalent
larger single tuning diode. The possible explanation could be
evanescent mode EM coupling between physically separated
diodes lower the noise. However, for a certain case, 2-channel
cross-spectrum PN measurement can give optimistic result for
multiple tuning diodes physically separated, while keeping the
similar value of capacitive ration for a given tuning range.
C. Ex: 100 MHz Crystal Resonator Oscillator Circuit
Figures (8) and (9) show the typical schematic of 100 MHz
OCXO and prototype unit fabricated for the validations.

Fig.9 Prototype of a 100 MHz OCXO as per schematic shown in Fig. 8

Jump at 250 Hz
Mode-Jumping

Improvement in Noise Floor
Mode Feedback Tuned Filter

Figures (10), (11), and (12) depict the measured phase noise
plots at various conditions for the lowering the phase noise. As
shown in Figure (13), the efforts to get low floor can invite
troubles that go with the optimization of the floor [14].
As shown in Figure (14), IR is transferred and amplified at
output. For f > v/2Q, the thermal noise associated with Rs is not
coupled to buffer, magic bias can reduce the RBB’ noise at
output.

Fig. 10: Measured phase noise plots of 100 MHz OCXO shown in Fig. 9

Improvement in Noise Floor
Mode Feedback Tuned Filter

Fig. 8: A typical schematic and layout of 100 MHz OCXO

Fig. 11: Measured phase noise plots of 100 MHz OCXO shown in Fig. 9
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resonator and filter is not what we are used to. We have
witnessed the variation in PN measurement due to:
• AM Noise
• Impedance/reflection (Load/phase mismatch)
• Harmonic distortion
• Cable length, cable type (undetected) damages
• Power splitters
Based on experimental exercise carried out in this paper, we
found that there is a new warning of using negative index
material (Metamaterial) as a filter between DUT and PN
measurement instrument.

Jump at 250 kHz
Impedance/phase mismatch
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Fig. 12: Measured phase noise plots of 100 MHz OCXO shown in Fig. 9

Fig. 13: shows the scheme to get low noise floor

The steps towards minimizing error in PN measurement
carried out include, incorporating impedance/phase-matching,
absorptive harmonic filters, AM rejection to prevent anticorrelation, optimizing level of mixers as a phase detector (low
level, medium level, and high level), and power splitter
(reactive and resistive) to minimize anti-correlation. Careful
study and measurement was performed on both active
(transistors) and passive devices (resistors, inductors,
capacitors), it is found that multiple devices separated
physically by optimum distance can lower the intrinsic noise;
this is due to higher order mode convergence (exhibit energy
harvesting) via EM coupling. It is recommended to use multiple
physically separated small size devices (tuning diodes,
resistors) as a substitute of single large device [15]-[16].
V. CONCLUSION
The concern of PN measurement in presence of negative
index can give erroneous results. In addition to this, due care
must be taken to compensate the error due to thermal energy
associated with components (power splitter) used in dualchannel cross-spectrum measurement techniques that uses dualPD. Exciting design choices with ε < 0 or μ < 0 are possible,
however, dynamic impedance associated with negative index
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